
L i u' 1N [surname] Ii u-

I i u' ge i v I i u' Ii' fluent'faM;- to leave behind for
somebody

I i u' xue'
sheng-

'fa~!t foreign student

:c.n
lfa leave w/out permission

~f,t;f1

I i u' xue'
sheng-

foreign student'fa !t

I i u' yan' I i u' Yi ' to keep in mind

I i u' Yi ' ban'

'fa 1;" "left word" 'fa;t

long' chuan' Dragon Boat -- racing boatit j}g-

Iou' lu' road

la'

'fa--f retain one half

~

w' donkey

la' lu' dew

multi-story building

~f1-.";J- green

Jt to think deeply about
something

lu' to record

luV

:$!ft

~ natural salt; sea salt

1t

la' law. monastic rules

10 V xing' *11- to travel

lu' yin- lu' yin- j i- tape recorder:$!ft-t to make a sound recording

luan' disorder~L

10e' ~ sketchy, not preserving all
particulars on something

:$!ft-t ~~

luan' qi- ba-
zao-

a terrible mess~L-1::AJ/t

IOe' duo' sieze by force~:t-

Iun' lun' a discourseAFH3 gather documents together
~A.
aJlij

lun' I un' tan' literally, the podium from
which a speech is given

lun' yuV

luo' han'

I uo' mai '

~A.aJlij a discourse

tffiJ-t% The Analects of Confucius

Eit 'j;I;.,,1£)* arhant (Buddhist holy man
near to achieving
buddahood)~--~ -~-$

~} ~lC~ reticular conduits

-~-
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luo'

~Jl

f

f%- to fall down (as would rain)

luo' hou' to fall behind

maY

f%-it

'!!¥; horse; [surname]
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ma sentence-ending particle: maI }iiijfL hemp
makes a statement into a
question -

ma- :k mama mal fanl }iiijfLJ an irritation; to be irritating

- -
ma" fang/ , stable ma" shang' .J:. immediately

-
mai" - to buy mai' to sell

mai' gei" t sell to mai' Ii' JJ to put out energy in some
endeavor

mai" mai' - a (small) business mai" t ticket sellerpiao
yuanl

mai' q ian I i sell for money , m delicate, beautiful; gracefulman X.

man' 'ti slow, slowly man" i full

man I fierce, savage ' " ti'ti slowlyman man

man' man-de 'ti ,ti Ji!z. slowly (not with a hurried man' sh i' man' ,ti 'ti as for being slow, it is
attitude),take yourtime indeed slow, but...
to... --

man'yi' dian" ,ti-,f"I; slow down a bit man" zu I i satisfied, fulfilled

-
mangl '/-t: busy mang/ ./-t: busy

_.
mang I wan I ./-t:1£ finish what you've been mao" 9P to burst forth, as plants in

busy with spring

maoI -t. body hair; fur, wool maol *" couch grass; [surname]

maol bi" -t.. Chinese writing brush mao' xi an" g{ take risks

me L "don't you know" mei I i to sink; to confiscate; to
not have

mei" every mei" beautiful

- --
mei' #. younger sister mei I t4ij; plum; [surname]



mei I . mildew

meiV ci' %::Jz. everytime

meiV guol *-~ USA

me i I q i ' .Wk
hr-*l petroleum gas (for cooking,

etc.)

meiV tiCln- %*. every day

mei I youV ~9..1f to not have

mei I youV she I ~9..1f1tJf
me

do not have any particular
amount of

mei I youV
yong'

~9..1fm useless

men I r, door, gate

men' r.J} depressed

meng' Jf dream

miV ~/1' rice (uncooked)

.,ml ;fj-~ pattern

mi ' ~ to cover

mil buv ,f:hili to do something to make up
for past failings

mi' qie' r&tJJ close, intimate (contact)

miCln' 00 surface; face

mian' 00 surface; face

mei I an- haov
xin-

mei I guan-xi

mei 'me i

meiV shu'

MeiV Ying-
Lianl Jun-

mei I youV
guan-xi

mei I youV
shen/me

meill e

men

men I kouv

meng' j i an'

mi '

mi'

mi '

mi' feng-

mianl

mianl

mian'

~9..~ *I\.;

~9..n~1~

~~

*-{,#

" ..I- tf~ 'if:~ ~ '19r-'f"

~9..1f n~ 1~

~9..1f -it: Ii'

~9..T

1r,

r, p

JfYL

*

.~ -lfi

*-*
~*
*-~

~-7e

~

no good intent

(doesn't connect to [my
personal interests] :::) it
doesn't matter

younger sister

art

British-AmericanCombined
Military Forces (The
Coalition)

(lit., it doesn't have any
relationship [to my personal
interests] :::) it doesn't

to not have any particular
degree of amount of ...

to have contrived not to
have something any more,
to get rid of, to lose

pluralizing ending for
certain nouns

doorway

see in a dream

floss, filament (picture of a
skein of yarn)

(bottle, etc.) cap

a cover, bottle cap

honey bee

thatched hut

"Thatched hut."

wheat; noodles
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miao ' -ley marvelous but inexplicable miao ' chu' -leyht marvelous aspect or part

miao' xiev .t to describe in writing min' K the people
.

minv .nu.. basin min' zhuv K democratic

min' zu.' K tribe, nationality, ethnic ming' bright
group

ming' given name ming
'

4t to command, to mandate; a
command, a mandate

mi ng' bai' a to be clear on; to mi ng' bai' aA.
understand; in the know ren I

ming' chao I ¥J3 Ming dynasty mIng I c i ' ;eX. ranking (class ranking,
ranking in a contest, etc.)

ming
'
I ing(') 4t4'- a (military or government) mIng I n i an I a Sf- nextyear

command

ming' que
' clearly and unambiguously ming' tian- 'a3k

ming'
'

4tj{ fate or destiny determined mi ng I z i' * official name and nameyun
by Heaven given at maturity

, OW ending , , ink (stick)mo mo

, 3t silent, lonely mol Jft to rub, to massagemo

, :fR. silent, very quiet mo' Ie ' Jft rub ribsmo

,
mi ng I q i I .:It-le" None can put a nameto mo' shuiv ,7j( inkmo , .n:;/

miao ' his/herlits miraculous
characteristics

moI t uo- che- Jf: t-t 1f- motor car mouv a certain (person, etc.)

.

moul zhong v {t {if, 11- certain conditions mouv zhong v {t§jm a certain kind or degree of

t i ao I j i an
' z i' you'

freedom

, § Eye. ' *- "Tree." wood.mu mu

muv mother mu' curtain



mu' ban v *;f& wooden plank, board mu' d i ( ') d i ' EI fA t-t!!. destination, military
objective

Mu' Hanv Mo' t~ -'f-~R..1!t (Nameofa person) mu' q i an' EIRtl specious present
De'

muv q i n- -£}:,it mother mu't ou *~ wood(asa buildingmaterial)

na' -:t to pick up, to take, to grab naY uJJ~ X person, X place, etc.

na' ~fJ to draw in and accept na' dao' .-:t flj to carry to

na' gei v -:t#i giveto na' I i v u~~!. X place;politedemurralof
praise (Where is there any
justification for such

na' I iV }J~~!' there na' qiV lai' -:t~* pickup

na' qiV lai' -:t~* pick up na' zhu' -:t11. hold securely

na i ' mi-t to endure na i v Jj then

nan' ~ male humanbeing nan' ~ difficult

nan' m south nan' b i an- m if: the south side; southern
direction

nan' chu' ~~ difficulty nan' f ang- m 1i the south, the southern part
of the country

nan' guo'~:i& having a hard time dealing nan' j i 'm*".:i south pole
with something (e.g.,
somebody's death)

Nan' J i ng- m $ Nanking nan' y iv. . . ~.vA difficult to...

nao' rqfJ to makeadisturbance naov ~~ brain

nao' zhong- rqfJ4i alarm clock narY u~ 5G X place

nar vde hua' u~ 5G fA t;f> [polite phrase of demurral] ne % sentence final, gives sense
of unfinishedness

ne' me. na' mo }J~Jf well then; so; thusly ne i ' }J~ that
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nei' pq inner nei' fu' .pqJJit internal consumption (of a
medicine)

ne i 'ge }J100 that nei' gong
- pq..:r.. work on one's inner

dynamic control,
harmonizing breathing,

nei' rent pqA. wife nei' wai' pq 71' outer and inner, outside and
inside

-
neiv wei' u}J1ft which person of status nei' xie- }J .ill:. those

nei' y i ' da i ' }J - that belt, that region neng' E. to be physically able to do
something (not impeded by
disease, external factors,

neng' Ii' E.fJ ability niv 1fF you, your

-=-

n i ' IE. nun niv haov 1fFtf May you be well.

niv kan ' 1fF Lit., "You look." (An nivmen 1fF1r, you (plural)
invitation or request to be
observant.)

niv qiao' 1fF, Just you look! niv zhei'ge 1fF11 100A. (Beginning of an
ren' unflattering

characterization of

nian' + year nian ' -tI- ten doubled

-
nian ' to read nian' faY if;; way of reading/pronouncing",--'

a character or phrase

- - -
n ian' j i ' if- lt grade (level in school) nian ' shu- 1t to read a book; to study; to.",-, 'e'1

study at a school

= - -=--- --=

niaov . bird nie- ;j to pinch

-
Nie' Xiaov aJt [name of a person] nie- yi' xia

' ;j - T give something a pinch

Yang'
= ---

n in' 1 you (formal) n i ng' I i an
' ;Jkit conditioned to calmness

.",-,

@ =

n i u' -t cow niuv yue- wff. NewYork

nong'
lIB farm, agricultural ' -Jf- to fiddle with something, toAZ nong

tinker with something

- , =-
nong' ren' 1lA. farmer nong

' siv -Jf-YE to contrive somebody's
death, to kill



nQ" *" female human being;
daughter

Nu" Er" ~~ Noor

nuan" at warm

01 ~ [a sound]

ou- ge- ~~ songs of valor

pa' 'fa fear, to fear

pa 1 q i" I ail *~* crawl up

pan' IY,i to hope

pang 1 ~ edge, side

pang 1 bian- ~1t edge, side

pao" iI8 to run

pao" chu- lai 1 iI8ill* to run out

pei' 1ijt to esteem

pei' i1!iL to be suited to (something
or somebody else)

pengl Jill friend

pengl you"rnen Jill~ 1r, friends

peng/you Jill~ friend

pi' ~ to break open

nu 1 h slave

nu" Ii' to work vigorously at some
task

~:h

nuan" huol warmat:fl1

~ Europeou-

ou- zhou-

pa 1

pa i 1 hang 1
lao" 3

pan' wang'

pangl

pang 1 bian-

pao-

pao- qi'

pei'

pe i 1 yang"

peng 1

peng' yun'
qi(')

pi 1

pi 1 b i an-

~i1ii Europe

* to crawl

~4HT:t- -=- be 3rd of one's generation

IY,i:1: to hope

edge, side

~1t edge,side

'{M. to discard

;j~. to discard

~rp great; rapid;

~:g... to nurture and cultivate
(plants, animals, etc.)

;$ hold with 2 hands

kjEl{ft. take your chances

~ skin, hide, leather; etc.

~. leather whip, quirt
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pi' bu' ~cg~ skin zones

pi- ping' {~~t to criticize; a criticism

pian' 1t. cheap

pian- ~ to insist upon

pian- yao' {~ -t- be dead-set on doing, insist
on doing

pian-zi ~-f- movie

piao' i!b* ticket, stamp, or other brief
document

pinY
0
uo grade of person or

commodity, quality of
character, etc.

to assemble end to end; to
spell out

pin- iff

ping' i~ to depend on (e.g., as
evidence)

ping' chang' if't ordinary, ordinarily

po' ZJt break; broken

po* ~t-top back-to-back

pu- tff..-7f to rap

PUV jE.a universal, widespread

pu'zi ~;fl-f- shop

q i'
l:I.. lifebreath

(primitive for of this
character)

its (in classical Chinese and
certain compounds)

q i ' .1t.n
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pi-, pi V

pian'

pian'

pian' bi'

pian' y i '

piao'

p i aD' I iang ,

pin'

ping'

ping' an-

ping' j u'

po'

po' huai'

pu'

PUV tong-

qiV

qi'

qiV

~ MW for horses; bolt of cloth

~ rectangle sheet, card

~ to cheat, to deceive;

~~ the entire wall; on all the
wall(s)

1t.1r cheap; inexpensive

.~I", to float

."UIP"""
Iif' 7L: attractive, beautiful, pretty

~

if level, even, uneventful

if~ peaceful

i.!l'b-ht-,~ 1fff- evidence, substantiation

~ to force

.ZJt!t destroy

~ a shop; to spread on the
ground

*i! ordinary

t. to beg

fL lifebreath

~ to arise; to start up doing
something



q i I !tA period of time q i I , to ride astraddle

qi I relative, kin qi* 7X'---=- flag (archaic character)

q i I to be strange and qi" to arise; to start up doing
marvelous something

q i' vessel, utensil qi- i: wife"" .

qi- to cheat q i ' ;1: steamII..

qi" * How can it possibly be qi' * to discard.5L
that...

q i '
J- to finish up qi I level, even, nothing sticksa

out, tidy

qi- 1= seven *q i I $-JI. "flag" radical, /,

q i I $ flag qi" cao" 1/- start a draft document

q i' che- t -'- motor vehicle q i' gong
- *L..I- work done on one's

lifebreath (to increase or
improve it)

q i I gua i' .t strange qi" hong- ."j£ start a hubbub...,

q i I j i an- !tAM time period; period during .,
j i e

' machine, instrumentql
which some event occurred

q i I j ing- ba- #£A}j)t odd conduits q i" I a i I *- arise, get up; as verb
, ending = start up doing, -mo

it up

qi" lai I Ie *-T to start up VERSing q i I ma" .. ride a horse

qi- pian ' , to cheat q i I qi - -1--i: his wife

q i I sh i I -1--Jt actually,in reality qi" shi' t: to utter an oath

q i' si" *L9f. be angered to death q i I t a- -1--'8 other (miscellaneous)
[things]

q i I ta- -1-- others in addition to those q i I xi n- I-:; to find unanimity of
already mentioned intentions
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qia' qiaoV

qian'

qian'

qian-

qian-

qian' diao'

-If;-:Pj fits perfectly (with what one
wants or needs)

qian' ~ money

R~ fore qian- the multitudes, everyone-it

qian- thousand-t

qian' to clamp down upon1*

qian- biv lead pencil~~.

. . .q i an' hou' in the immediate period
before and after...

qian' nian' qian'tian- day before yesterday

x to owe

qian- wan' qian' xie- a few... before

1f to sign

qian' xie-
r i 'zi

(during) the time of the
previous regime

blL
:;fia lead

m1t

m~

m~1::.

qian' zheng' m »t~ a:1-:!fA
quan' sh i' q i '

*qiang' *q iang' split log

ftfJf. to twist off, as by using
pliers

q iang, qiang- gun

R~-f- year before last

qiang- qiang' diao' to emphasize

-t~ No, no, ten thousand time
don't

qiang- j ie'
cheng' feng-

m~1::.a-T a few days ago

fI

{t-

5i~

qiao- to rap (door), to ring (bell)

qiao' q iao' ... bu'
chu-

unable to visually
discriminate

fI split log

qieV qie' t;] to be in close contact

~ strong

qie' qin- close, a relative

1M: body cavity

?it

!j~L./FtI::

,m

qin- qin- j ing' display respect toward

itM~JiL kidnapping has become a
way of life

q in' na' qin- pei' respect, revere

~, to look

~x.~

~x.~

lL moreover

1t- concubine

~x. respectful

;f~-:t Chinese martialart of
twistingjoints to control
opponent
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qin- qi- #Jt~ relatives

qingV to request; to invite~~
iiR

qing- pure5t

qingl clear weatherat

qing- chu(V) clear~#IR x:

q ingV j in' please enter~t~

qingl kuang' conditions,tk 5>L

qingV qiul an entreaty, to beg~t .>1<.

qingl tian- clear skyatk

qingl yu' (sexual) desire~.W:'IR ,~

qing- zhong' (light + heavy =) weight~i[:2

qingV zuo' Please be seated.~t1t

qiongl guiV poor devil~Jt

q i u I a ball, a sphereJs]Z

q iu I du i ' ball teamJ;R~

quV to pick up, to grab, to graspJfx.

quV curling and twisteddb

qu- district1&

qing-

q ing I

qingl

qing-

qing- gong-

qingV ke'

* green AND blue, with
shades down to black

,tk true feelings --> (1) true
circumstances (2) feelings

at clearday

~i[ light (not heavy)

~i[ .L work on one's lightness (not
tromping through snow
crust)

invite somebody as a
guest; treat somebody to...

~~ >i?
iiR ca--

q i ng- q i' q i u I ~i[ *lJ;R

qing- shi'

qingV wen'

qingl yuan'

qing- zhong'
yin-

q i ong I

qiongl renl

q iu I

qiu- tian-

qu'

qu'

qui

balloon

.~i[~Jt trivialize

~tr", may in inquire

'tktm truly prefer, wholeheartedly
prefer

~i[:2 if stress

~ poor

~A. poor people

to seek, to request, to beg

fkk autumn

-t- motion not toward the
speaker, "to go"

~ interest; to move rapidly
toward

~ great
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qu v de I

qu' sh i '

*;f~ (take + acquire) to take, to
appropriate (something)

-!-i!t to depart this world (to die)

qu- zhu I ,~~~ to ostracize, to chase
beyond the border

quanl ~ completely

quanl fist

quanl bu'

A:'f

~{}~ completely, entirely

qu' n i an I -!-it- last year

quV xin' *1t to pick up the mail

quanV caninej(

quan' to advisefh

quanl spring (source of water)#..

quan I guo I ~rm the entire country

quanl j ing- quan I Ii' ~jJ power (to do something
according to the
constitution, the laws, etc.)

authority

>1£~'"~,.= "fist bible" -- a compendium
on fighting methods

quanl puv quanl wei-

quanl xian'

>1£ ~1rf;.
~;7a fist recipes -- record of

various techniques used in
martial arts

~~ the entire district or county

que' accurate
-

4-

que'

~ffiX.

l1r however

qunl flock~

qunl zhong' ran V -Pt plastron (shell) of a turtle

ranI

-1!$-fI!>
"'T Ai"- the masses

ran I er I however~iIiJ

ranI hou' rang' ~ permit; give way before,
have (somebody do
something)

to forgive

-
t~ thus

P}U~"" "j3(. afterwards, after that

raoV Jt to throw into disorder

re'

-~
raoI it

re' nao'

renl renl

~ hot (room temperature, etc.)
._~-~~~ ~~~~-~--~~

~M" cheerful bustling

A human being -:f:- (cyclical character)

ren' ren' ~11.;7,'$ to recognize

renV

1£ to bear up under a burden

~ .~

,YJ to endure
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--~--
ren I ge I

~-~-

Ai'} character (moral status)



-.J

ren I he I

renV nai'

renl sheng-

guan-

renI

ren' zong I

tongV

reng I

reng I ran I

Ri' Benv

Ri' kou'

r i' zh i '

rongl

rou'

rul

ru'

1:EN

,~.1rjt

A.1-.

1=-

1:E- ~i Nt

1~

1~~

EL*-

ajfg.

a~

Z-

~

-!tu

4

rulei v shuo- ~t1)/:C ~5t*

I a i I

ru' kouv

ruo'

sai'

AD

~

.

any... whatsoever

patience

view of human life

benevolence

to take up (to hold) the

officeof President

as before

as before (with no changes)

Japan

Japanese bandits

solstice

to contain

meat

like; if

to insult

(speaking =) thinkingabout

itthisway

entrance

if

race, contest
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renl minI

ren I ren I

ren' shi(')

renl wu'

ren/men

reng I j i u'

ri '

r i' j i '

ri' ye'

r i'z i

rong I Y i '

rou' maI

ru'

rul civ

rul guoV

ru' qin-

Sa' Oal Muv

sai'dao'

A.~ people (a mass term, tl-
"people" of the Americas

A. A. everybody

~n -Hka.<.:;;1IJ(, to recognize

A.4h characters (in a play)

A.1r, people (plural)

1~ 1!ii as of old, as always (with no
changes)

a sun; (In Beijing colloq., it
can mean "the sun, but the
usual term is tai' yang!);

a ~c. diary

a~ by day and by night

.a -f- days (of your life, etc.)

Z-JJ easy

~~L flesh numbed (Le., "the
creeps")

A to enter

~t1 )/:c like this, in this way

~t1* if

A1~ invade

il1t~ Saddam

£flJ stuff into
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san-

san- mingl

sang-

saol saov

se' caiv

sen- I in 1

sha- diao'

- three

3~ three individuals(ming is

used as a MW here)

t!i mourning, funeral

=-
-ttt-ttt sister-in-law

e. .;f} color(s)

~-~~~-

~.tt forest, jungle

,-
~ if get rid of by killing

shai' si!§ to expose to the sun

*shan- ij-;K hairs, fine feathers,

markings of a similar form

shan' good, goodness

~~~--~~~ --
jJtp

shan- ~; shirt

shang'

shang-

shang' ban-

shang' cha 1

shang' dang'

r¥J Ascendant; yet, still (in

ClassicalChinese);

[surname]

to injure;an injuryill

-1-J}l to go on shift

~-~-~~~~~-

J.-2S:.J-A"', bring on the tea; serve tea

-1-'t to be cheated, to be victim

of a confidence operator

shang' ke' -1-* for class to take up, to go to

class, to attend school

shang- I iang' mfi to discuss

san- dengV

piao'

~~~ third-class ticket

san- s i' q ian- ~ 1Z9-t
three offour thousand

saoV

se'

sen-

shaY

sha- shang-

shan-

shan'

shanV

shan- yang 1

-~~-
shang'

shang-

shang' ce'
suoV

-~~~-~~-~

shang' c i'

shang- hai'

shang- ke-

shang' po-

-~~

sister in law

-
e. color

--
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~ Forest,jungle

'it silly

~11l injure and kill

JJ hill,mountain

jJtp good, goodness

r"" to flash, to dodge quickly

(e.g., behind someone)

JJif- goat

-1- up, to ascend; upper, top,

etc.;to bring (food,etc.)on

mf commerce, commercial,

business

-1-~ fit to go to the bathroom

~~~~~~--~-~ --~~~~

-1-.:ck on the prior occasion

ill$ to injure

ill*+ branch of medicine dealing
with trauma

-1-s-t to go uphill



shang'tou'

shang- xin-

shaov

J:.ii~ above, on top

11J1~ to hurt one's feelings

y few, smail in amount'

shao' I in I si' Y#.4- temple; buddhist monastery

shao- wei- slightly~~

shao/zi spoon~+

she I what1t

she' altar to the earth --> society~.:l

she' .,!-}t.iiX. to put in position

she I what1t

she' hui(') society~.:l1t

she' j i I ~~& became implicatedor
involvedin (often carries
the idea of having gotten

she/me. . .dou- !:~, ~...

shei I X person (=who) (= one or
more indeterminate people)

~1t

she i I shuo-de ~1tt'Jt{/'] Who says?!?

shen- body~

shen- to extend1f

shenl j ing-
bing'

-iJ. ~({~ ;r.::-Tj..=7I"J mental illness; You're
crazy! (Usually said in a
non-serious way.

shang' wei'

shaol

shao'

shao- wei-

shaov zuo'

dianv meng'

she'

she'

she v

she'

she v bu' del

~~

~

~7J',,'n

~~

I' lk"'l--:J;~ 'IFMcr'7"

-5

~t

;f.t

~~

;f.t~ 1,q-

she' hu i' xue' ~.:l1t~

she' j i '

she/me dou-

she i' dou-

shen'

shen'

shen' gong-

shen- tiV

.,!-}t."!-tiiX. ii

1t~'~

~1t:i~

!:

ff

ff .:L

~ft

(havelhas) not yet

ladle, large spoon

to link together, to join
together

slightly

make a few less dreams

tongue

to shoot an arrow; to shoot
out, to emit

to give something up

to ford a stream; to become
implicated in

unable to give up

sociology

plan, design

everything ...

all people

exceedingly

spirit, god

work done to improve one's
own spirit

body
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shen' zh i' yu' ~ ~~

shen'me dou-

sheng-

sheng-

sheng- chanv

sheng' dan'

jie'

all the way to the point of...

~Jf:t~ for allXs (+ verb); in all

cases, everything, etc.

* to rise,to ascend (move

verticallythrough the air)

~ sound

.1.£ to produce

l:t~ Christmas

sheng- ming'
life.1.4p-

sheng- ri' birthday.1.a

sheng- wu'

xue'

.1.4bJ~ biology

sheng- yin-
sound~-t

shiV swine¥-

shi' knight, literateperson in the

ancient governments

-:l:-

sh i ' timeB1-

sh i ' feed; to feed, to eat1<

(shi') "#-h

shi' 7P to exhibit,to show

shiV to cause; ambassador1t

sh i' ten; (picture = a vertical

straight line)

-t
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shen'me

sheng-

sheng'

sheng-

sheng- cun'

sheng- huo'

sheng- qi'

sheng- wu'

sheng- yi'

shi'

shiV

shi'

sh i'

shi-

shi-

shiV

shiV

shi'

~Jf X thing; what

.1. to grow; to live;to grow out

from, to be produced, to

give birth to; to produce; to

sagel:

~
F sound (simplified character)

.1.# stay alive, remain in
existence

.1. if> life (as is "life style," "Life
Magazine," etc.

.1.ft. to get angry

.1. 4bJ living creatures

tJ--v}::t..,~ business (transactions)

a
~ is

:k arrow, crossbow quarrel,
dart

.. event, affair

$
~ not void; real

? corpse

gip teacher

-¥,;'; to begin; beginning

5t history

:¥: room



shi' A style shi' ,-ili- a generation (30 years);
world

~-~~--
sh i I ;G stone, rock; [surname] sh i I .t~ to pick up off the ground

shi- *- to lose shi' :tJt'" to swear

,~---~
shi' rr market; city sh i ' -t-~- to depend upon

sh i I ba- r i '
d i an' t ong-
xun'

18 E1't i! ~fl electronic transmission
on the 18th of a
communque

shi' ~ power

~--~
shi' bing- -1:-* soldiers shi' de kS0 "It is the case" -- the

closest expression in
Chinese to "yes."

~
century

~-~~~---
sh i I hou' 8~H~ time sh i' j i ' -ili-~c.

sh i I j i v t i an- +~:k time period

-~-~~

sh i' j ie' -ili-~ power (political or military)

~~~~~-~-

shi- luo' *-* lose and fall down Sh i' men I ~'r' The Buddhist school(s) or
sect(s)

event; business, something
to do; activity, affairs

shi- muv gif1-£t

shi- qu' *-* poet

-~ ---~~--
in a very realistic,
down-to-earth, way

sh i' sh i I

shang'

:Jif.l in fact, in reality sh i I sh i I za i' if if -1£.-1£. ag
za i 'de

~~~~-~~~

8i- -t5t at... time said:shi- shouv ?it a corpse , . .sh i I shuo-

,-~-~- --~-~-~~~-~~--~~~
mess hall, community
dining hall

shi-
tjv

~B corpse

~- ~~~~~-,~~-~~
lose hope; become
disappointed

sh i I x i an' if J)t to make real, to make
actual (an ideal, etc.)

Right! shi' yiV kJ.-A lit., taking this (the
aforesaid...) --> therefore

- -,~-- ---~
to employ sh i I za i ' it-1£. actually, really, in reality,

truly
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ten plus days, more than sh i I j i an- 8i-M
ten days

-- ----
theworld shi' Ii' fJ

(Term of respect for your sh i' q i ng I :J.t!
teacher's wife)

- - --
to lose shi- ren' A.

shi I tang' A!;..rJ?X

--
shi- wang

' *-If

--
shi' ya- k"-t

shiv yong
' 1tffl



shi" zhong-

shou"

shou-

shou'

shou'

shou- dao'

shou" gua"

shou" j iu'

shou- ru'

-M7~ from beginning to end sh iItou ;G jjJit stone

4- hand shou" (picture of a head); first,

most important

it

shou- to receive~t

shou' long life
..,

-li

shou' bu'

Iiao"

can't stand it!~/f:r

shou- dao' to receive~tjlJ

shou" j in-
hand kerch ief4-rr

shou' renl

huan- yingl

~A{it1!f to be well received by

people

shou" shu' technique, operation (as in

"surgicaloperation")

shou" xia' shou" xian- the firstthing (we should

do, etc.)

~t to receive

shou" yaol de

Iingl

.€f,.
x. receive, accept

4-1#

it7't.

shou' zai- to suffer a catastrophe

shou' zhi-

pei'

t to sell

~~

shou-shi to pick up, to tidy up, to

pack luggage

shu- shu'

~tjlJ to receive

shuI shu-

~~ keep one's widowhood

shu' shu'

~1{ conservative

shu' shu'

~tA income

shu- fU(/) shu- hua'

4-T under the control of

4-~' a!J~ a bellwith a wooden handle

used when ringing it

~ -t.rJjL to (receive=) be controlled

by

~ hafted weapon

-r-x uncle (father'syounger

brother)

1JRt technique

-it a number; to enumerate

if}]Ji comfortable

shu' piI bark~t1t
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shu' xuel

~t~~

~t tree

. to write;

writings,book(s)

73f. special,differentfrom
others

~ to guard the frontier

~t~* lit.,speak words, i.e., talk

-it~ mathematics



shuY yu'

shua- ya'

;I~ is subsumed under;
belongs to (a certain set or
category)

to brush one's teeth,!p~!f

shu i' to sleepNt

shu i' j i ao ' to sleepNtf:

shui' xia' lie down to sleepNtT

shuo- chu-
I ai'

~Jttl:l *- (say out=) [able to] express
verbally

shuo- I ai' speaking of this in this way~Jt*-

shuo- ming' make an explanation~Jt 8J1

si- thought"111,~

siY 7E. to die; dead

si- silki!$;

si- to give control and direction~

si- this; therefore there isJtJf

s i' chuan- Szechwan Province~)II

si' hua' ~1t. The Four Modernizations

(si'ge xian' dai'
h, "..,'\ I'"'I'"'P "I",..,.",.., "f tho

si' seng- monks who live in
monasteries

411t

s i-wen' elegant, refinedJtJfx.

song' to deliver; to give as a
present

1!
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shua-

shuiY

shuiY cheng'
j i e-

shu i v n i u '

shuo-

,!pI]

7~

7~:IJ;\#t

7~4-

~Jt

shuo- cuo' Ie ~i~ T

shuo- lai'
shuo- qu'

~Jt*-~Jt*

shuo- qiV lai' ~Jt~*-

s i '

.,
Sl

s i '

s i '

s i Y bu' de'

siV diao'le

si- kaoY

siY wang'

si- xiangY

song'

4

e.

~

1J;J.

7E.~ 1-¥-

7E.;j-f-T

'"111 ..to<-
'~'7

7E.-c

,~!l

*

brush

water;
river (frequently used in the
names of rivers)

[street name]

water buffalo

to say

to say something wrong, to
say something the wrong
way

ramble on

to start up talking about

temple

(a cyclical character)

four

to resemble

unable to die

has died

to think deeply on
something

death

thought

name of a dynasty



song-

song' chao'

sou- cha'

SUI

su' du(')

su' j ia-

su' xie"

suan'

t~ pine

*¥Jj Song dynasty

~t~ search (personal effects,
etc.)

% commonplace

J!.Jt velocity, speed

1~~ ordinary families (not
people living in religious
communities)

J!.~ to sketch

to calculate, to figure

sui- although$

sui' to followflt

sui' bian' flt 1t. to follow one's own
convenience, do as one
pleases

follow along with (someone)sui ' tong' flt~

sun" hai' .tc~1~ 0 to abrade, tear away at, and
thus to injure (The metal in
an unoiled bearing can

that which; place (for)suo" ftf

suo" you"
de",

ftf 1f f/.J all of the...

ta- ~ she

ta- it (inanimate)'B

to' to step on~
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song-

song' gei"

su'

su'

SUI hua'

su' she'

SUI yu"

sui'

sui'

sui'

su i-ran' J

su i' ran'

sun'

sun- mo'

suo' yi"

suo" zuo'de

to-

ta-

to- gei" zi'
j i" qu" I e
1..1i 'oe wano"

.E~
"I"A-

1!~

tjf

.J!.

%tfi

:ffi%

1'~ -tli-1'0-"'"

~-~

~

11

$f~

~

.f,*Jt~

ftf ~A

ftf 11 f/.J

1tt,

~

~~~c..If:zT
@1gj ~$]~

loose, fluffy

present to someone as a
gift

to tell

speed, speedy

common saying

dormitory

common saying

split pigs into groups

years of age

meat scraps; dynasty name

although

Hexagram57 inthe Bookof
Changes

reticular conduits of the
third generation

therefore

that which (somebody) did

he

it

she took a "net" name for
herself



t a-men ~1r~ they, them ta i '

t ai' ta i ' to carryb.
t:1 fetus (orig. meaning)

tai'tai tan' to chatkk Mrs., lady

tan' bu' dao'
y i ' kuar'

~~~fll-#t5G not on same freq

k too; -> Mrs., lady

{t;

~*aX.

tan' dao' to happen to chat about
(something)

tan' hua' tanV ke' tank (military vehicle)~~tt to chat

tan' lun' start up talking about~ok ~A
~x. ~Iffl discussion

~~fll

J!!>t

tan' qiV lai' ~~~*

tan' tan' tang' hall, auditorium, assembly
room

~~t~ have a little chat

tang' . sugar, candy

tangV ~ to recline

taoV -tt to seek (verbally)

tao' kong- #tl~ grasp at nothingness

t ao' wang' ~-c flee destruction

te' 4:t especially; special

tiV body

ti' Ii to do in somebody's stead

t i , chu- ~lli To (lift out =) bring up (for
discussion)

t i ' gong' ~* to provide

tiV tie V #-Jl,!; kind, considerate,
thoughtful
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£.Y

tangV if1iJ.J

tangV ruo' if1iJ.J~

tao- f1}] to be favored with

taoV lun' to discuss.,!-..j.~A~~ ~Iffl

taoV yan' despicable, nasty-ttJR

t i ' topic, heading.~

t i ' to lift up, to raise~

t i ' to lift up, to raise~

t i ' dao' to bring up in conversation~f'l

t i' Ie wen'
t i '

raised a question (for
debate, discussion, etc.)

~ r r",~

tiV yu' physical cultureftif
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ti" yu
'
j ia- ft1f athlete tian' \B rice (flooded) field; any

field; [surname]

tian- *- Heaven, sky, day t ian- bu' zao" *--f T it is getting late
Ie

t i an- ca i I *-::f talent tian- fu' *-Jt1\ endowment from heaven,
natural endowment

tian- kong- *- the open sky t i an- q i' *-ffL weather

tian- tian- *-*- every single day tian- xia ' *-T All Beneath Heaven (Le.,
the world)

tiao' {,} MW for long stringy things tiao ' Jijt to jump
(e.g., roadsO

tiao' to blend t i ao I j i an
' 1'}14- conditions

t i ao I wei ' '* to blend tastes t i ao' wu" Jijt. to dance

t iao' wu" fan' -t--i& prepare lunch tiao' xi- to control one's breathing

tiao ' za i' ll:Jt1f. to jump into tie- ,p,!; to paste up

pavilion Itt i ng I g. ting- to listen, to hearT

ting" * exceptionally ting' the imperial court (room)

ting' 1f to stop t i ng- bu I dao' .Kt f') unable to hear about
something (because it is
not being spoken about

ting' dian
'

1-a- for the power to get shut off t i ng- hu.a
' Kt obeyr--

t i ng- j i an
' It J!. to (actually) hear ting- xi- Kt, listening to one's own

breathing (in meditation)

,
ting' xia

' 1fT come to a stop ting' zhu' 1f11- stop completely

tong I M same; together tong- 3! to go over or through
something and make
contact with the other end

tong' :t a child, a youth tong" #It. to bind together; to rule



tong- guo' i!:iJ! to go through (a process, a
person's handling, etc.)

tong' sh i ' colleague~*

tong' xin- ~,\,; to be of like mind

tong' yi' to agree'iil%'~J ,~

tong- zhi- to notifyi!4;cr

tou' .ii~ head; suffix used in naming
construction materials,
e.g., wood, paper, etc. MW

to sneak across the bordertou- du' 1t ~Ji

tou' j in- turban, head wrapping of
some kind

.ii~ rp

tuV dirtJ:..

tu' to daub on~

t UV d i ' land (as in land reform)J:..Ji!?

t u' er' ye' old gentleman rabbit suddenlyftj(.11r

tul shu- shi' library (inside a school
building)

~t::£

tui- to push.fft

tui- daov to push over~1t1f~

tui- guangV ~1tJJ
=

to push something and
make it more widespread, to
extend the range of

to swallow, to swallow wholetun- yan' ~.u131

luoV not risky*
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tong I q ing I Mitt to sympathize

tongl tongV all
y

.#Uft

tongl yang' same kind

tong I zhi'

tong IZ i j un-

tou-

Mi=t

I:l:!-,"'J ,~

i:-f--'f

comrade

Boy Scouts

to steal

t ou' guo'

toul naoV

~:iJ!

iijiJ3~

to have passed through a
permeable membrane; to
have gotten through some

brain

tul chart~

tul sudden

t u' er I

t U I ran I

tuanl

tui' bian'

tui- fan-

tui- nal

tuo-

tuo'

j!

ftj(.

j!,~

111

~~

~1t~ -i
~1t~

;f~

;j.b

-~--

rabbit

to join together in a group

metamorphosis (in insects,
etc.)

overturn

push and grip

to drag

to push something with
one's hand; to widen or
broaden
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tuoV dang- "*1; safe, secure, not risky tuo ' zhanv to expand something

U de' cheng' vitA able to succeed inVerbing WavLi' De' It.iL1 (Name of a person, Waleed)

. , 71- outside wai' mian ' 71- 00 outsidewal

wai' zi- 71-" foreign resources wan' ;it myriad,ten thousand
(investmentmoney is .
usually meang)

wan' to finish; to be finished wan' J;(. to play7L

wan V $! eulogy wanV at evening

wan' cheng' 7tA to complete(somejob,etc.) wanv I ian , ttJf matched eulogy scrolls

wan' quan' 7t completely wanV 3hang
' atJ:. evening

wan' 3huav J;(. to play "
;it 4bJ the myriadcreatureswan wu

=,-,,-

wangV I#] net, web wang' -C to perish

wang' J.. king; [surname] wangV .11 to head in a certain direction

, Ii to look toward; to look ' -c to forgetwang wang ,'
forward to

wangV net, web wang' j i ( ') 'L to forget

wangV 3hang
' J:.1t E dialog conducted on the wangV wang V 1111 always, in all cases

dui' hua' WNN

wangV youV
"netter," somebody that you wang'zhe Iit- lookingin the directionof...
knowas a friendon the
WNN

wei' 0 to surround wei ' 1ft position; MWfor "person of
status"

wei' for the sake of wei' not yet (never yet)

wei' I'E1 the stomach wei' 4 for the sake ofPJ



we i /

we i I

wei'

~2 to be (classical Chinese
and some currently used
compounds)-
only

wei- It danger

'it

~~ to speak of as..., to
describe as...

we i / to support, to maintainMt

wei'le for the sake of

we i' mi ng I wei' she/mo for the sake of what, why,
how come

wei' shen/mo

~~ has not yet become clar

~T

~ 1tif-

wei' si" not yet dead; has not yet
died

wei- xi an " wei / Yi - single solitary

~ -Itif- for the sake of what, why,
how come

wei' zhi(') wen' to inquire

ltFk danger; dangerous

wen' wen / x. pattern, decoration, written
language

1iLI position

~7E.

'it-

r",

wen" ding' wen' hou' ask after the health of
someone

r", to inquire

wen I hua'

~Jt stable

wen' qing-
chu(")

x.1t. culture

wen/ xuel

M5tJ! ask and get a clear answer

wo"men

x.~ literature

wo' ,0', wu-

.ft 1r, we, us

wo" zhe i 'ge
ren I

wo" zher'

,,£ (just an exclamation)

wu'

.ft1! 1~A. (Beginning of a blunt self
assessment.) I am the kind
of guy who....

my place

wu /

~1!jG

0/] DONOT!

#. to not have (classical
Chinese)
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r,,'1~

lJen- J i a- Bao" 5~ ~ 'f [name of a historical figure,
20th C. CCP leader)

wen' t i / questionr,,'~

wo" I, my, me

wo"men zher'

~

.ft1r, 1! jG (our here =) this place of
ours, (our home town, our
district, etc.)

I will see you off. I will see
you safely home.

wo" song' n i" .ft:i! 1~

wo" zhei'
I i ang I b i "

wu-

wu'

wu"

'~1!~. these two brush strokes of
mine

£ room

~h creature

+ meridian (noon)



wuv

wu'

wu' faY zheng'
chang' shang'
ke'
wu' Ii' hu i '
t ian-

wu' I un'

1ft to insult

~ I, my

liit. ,'-1--:t: ~ J:. -tM..., ;-,;;;JL. '1' ,,~ no way of holding class in a
normal manner

M,n'a7\.. no power to return to
heaven --stranded in an
inferior position with no way

regardlessM,~~

WUV shu' martial artsA1'Tct

wu' wei ' non-actionM,lJ;

WUVyue' j i e- 1L.J1 ~p fifth month festival

wu-zi a room, rooms£-r

xi- westiJ§

xi' dusk connection, relationshipj1

xi' to connect~

xi' to practice1:

--
xi- to hope-jf;

xiV to washiJ\:.

xi' ~!IJ fine, thin, of small diameter

xi- to know: extremely
detailed; all

'*.~

* 'vXI c to conceal; something used
to conceal
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wu' .ill. shamaness

wu' fa V without any way of doing
something

M,*

wu' I i v physics, physical4hJ£

wu' I i v xue' physics'4hJ£!t

WUV qi' military weapons;\>~.IJ'" 1717

wu' suov wei ' nothing to say about it (no
opinion about it)

M,PIHJ!j

wu' Yi - bu',.. M,- /F... not a single one failed to
be...

WUV zhuang' A!tt.ft.{Jt.7i'--r
div kang' fen'
ziv

militarily armed resistance
fighters

X fen- zhi- y x7i'--Z-y y/x

xi' antiquity, ancient times1}

1~

-or* to like

xi'

xiv

xi'

xi-

xi'

xi-

xi-

Xi- Bei' Huv

~ slipper

~,~ to breathe; to catch one's
breath, rest

.m- to pity

'!& to breathe (inhale)

/~ [This is a word added for
euphony in the Shi Jing and
other early poetry.

"Tiger of the North West" --
a person

~ :I1:.;t
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xi- fang- T!§7J the West xi" huan- "* .'b to like%1iA.

xi' j un
-' 1I1M microbe xi- sheng- #- to sacrifice (literallyand

figuratively)

xi" sui" ik fit lit.,washing the marrowof xi' tong" ft.x. system
one's bones

' -:f{; to hope xi I zao" ;jc ." to bathexi- wang i m

xia ' T to descend; lower,bottom, xia ' u# to frighten
etc.

x ia' hua i ' u*1t scare to death x ia' ke' T to (descend =) depart from
class; get out of class;
class is dismissed

xia'ie yi' TT-EfJ precipitated a day's worthof xia ' mian ' Too below
tian-de

xia'tou TJt below, underneath, xia ' wu" T-f- p.m., the afternoon

xia'zhe T is continuing to precipitate xi an ' JJL right beforeyoureyes
- -now; contemporary

xian - 7\:. prior, former xian' all (ClassicalChinese)

xian ' Ik contribution xian '
county or district

xi an" F1t danger(ous) xian ' thread

xian - ., fresh xian ' JIlt limit,...f

xian' 'J a worthy(person) xian' dai' JJL1-\ present generation'
cotemporary

xian " !.-!. admire xian- sheng- 7\:.1- "prior born" -- Mr.; amu
gentleman; (my) husband);
(my) teacher

xian ' sh i I J}t -}f practical xian '
yang I J}t if western (foreign) cash

xian '
yu I tt limitto xi an ' zai' J}t1f. now

xian- zou" 7\:.k go firstg xiang" ;f!j to think; would like to;,



xiang' If,] to turn towards

xiang' to resemble1t

xiang- to bathe

x i ang I Ft to surrender

xiangY dao' to occur to someone, to
think of something

xiang' qiY
I a i I

Mil]

M~*- think up something (that
you were trying to
remember)

(1) to examine (2) mutually
, reciprocally

xiang' xiang- {§

xiang- xin' {§1t to believe

xiao' filial pietydf:

xiao' school~i

xiaoY bing- ordinary soldier (not an
officer)

xi aoY ha i I

xiao' hua'

---

/ 1, .li.-"

+.:r~ child

~~~~-

;;{~~ a joke

xiao'le xiao' ;;{T;;{
~

gave a little smile or laugh

xiaoY lu' +~ small road, little lane

xiaoY ren' +A. (term of abuse) villain,
knave

xiao' shen/rno
xiao'

~

;;{ ~ Jie;;{ What the heck are you
laughing at?!

xiaoY xin- /1"',:.; narrow-focused heart -->
careful, carefully; to be
careful

-~~-~~~~= ~_.~

xiang' ~ elephant

xiang- the countryside~~

J~ element, item (in an
adjenda, etc.)

--~-

xiang'

.-~~
xiang- chuan' {§1t- according to tradition

xiang- dui' relative; relativity

xiang- xia'

{§1t

~~T countryside

xiangY xiang'
Ii'

ImaginationM1t jJ

--+ little, small
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xiaoY

xiao'
~

.;;{ to laugh, to smile

xiao- ~~ to melt metals together; to
move things in the
marketplace

penknife+J1

xiaoY hai Izi child+~-r

+ ~.Il
~

Miss; young lady

xiaoY dao-

xi ao I j i eY

xiaoY Lin'

- -~~~
xiao' qiaoY

xiao' shen/rno

+# (little =) Young Un (as
opposed to "Old Un.")

+J"5 a "slick trick", a relatively
unimportant but still useful
way of getting something

What are you laughing at?!;;{ ~ Jie

xiao- shi- dissipate and disappear

x i aoY xue I

!k

+~ primary school
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xiao '
zhang" t -fz principal (of a school); xie- .It!:. some, several, a few

president (of a university)

xie" to write xie ' !p to free (oneself, other)
from...
to discharge from a job

xie" cheng I write + complete = make by xiel e' xingl fpz ,,- evil deeds.,1J ""
writing; make something wei I
appear to be... by means of .

xiel hui' WIlt association, society xie'xie thank you

xie" xin' it write letters xiel zhu' WIWl to give aid

xie" zi' to write Chinese characters xin- . heart, mind

xin ' it be true to word; xin- -t acrid
trustworthy; believe; a
letter

xin- #!T new xin '
fi51 The fontanel, unclosed

portion of an infant's skull.

xin- fa" .ik method of using, or working Xin- Hual #JT* The Xin HuaNewsAgency
with, one's own mind

Xin- Hual #!T*# The Xin Huawebsite xi n- ling I ,'i!I:' the sentient mind, the. AB-

Wang" psyche

xin- n i an I #JT.if- the new year xin- wenl #!TN] news

xin- xue ' ,Jn. heart and blood: emotions, xin- , , .l¥ would deeply like toyuan
spirit, etc.

xingl 1t to go,to travel;the xing
- !I star

opposite of "no go!"

-
xing' 1fj form xing

' 'r innate characteristics; sex

xing
' M. surname xing

- .00. to arouse; to reawaken'"

xingl form, mold (for casting xing' biel 't ljlJ sex (mlf)
metal, etc.)

differentiation (blank to fill.
xingl dong

' 1tfJJ action (e.g., a military xing- fen
' .oo. to be excited'" ..,

operation)

xing- qi I !I:ffA week xing- qi I !I:ffA week



xing' zh i '

xiong-

xiu-

,t1.t characteristics xing-xing J..J.. star

JL elder brother xiong' a bear; [surname]fjl;""

xiu" rottten, aged

xiu' xiu' embroider

* to rest

x iu- I i (") xiu-xi to rest

~w sleeves

,xu xu" to permit; several

1t}J£ to repair

xu- xu' to reconnect

M bright, resplendent

xu" duo- xu- ruo' ~~ Weak (first in the sense of
having no energy, and
second inthe sense of

xuan"

~..77j. must; need to

t"J

-
*,~

'"tt

Mfl,"Jt

xuan' dark and mysterious

Xuan' [Je' '§~7t

xuan' shou"

tt} a great number of, a great
many

xuan- mao'
guang-

~

xue' crevice

xue' xue' to mimic, to study

3! to chose, to elect

xue' hui' xue' or xie" blood

~1.t An alternate name for
Zhu-ge Liang, the famous
Three Kingdoms period

chosen member of a team,
class, etc.

3!

;W.'-'F to mimic, to study

~i- succeed in learning

xue' sheng- student~1:.

xue' xiao' school~fX

xun' to seek03-
~

ya- sentence ending sound,
marks an exclamation

I1Jf

yan' speech, a saying-=-a
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R

;W.'-'F

Jzz.

xue' xi' practice~~

xue', xiao- to pare offJJfiJ

ya' tooth, teeth

ya", ya'

~

§ inferior, second-rate

yan" r cliff dwelling
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, Jt handsome gentleman yan I color; [surname]yan
.

yanV 6Lt eye yanV _1t waving flag, ....,

-
yanV )(}-7]<. ravine yan

' !Hi wild goose

yan
'

JWt disgust yan I . salt

yan I
* leaping flames yan I hf[- grind --> research)'(

yanV '-'if; to act something out, as in yan
' Jt handsome gentleman1/,

a play or opera

yanV j ing- 6Lt6t eye yanV j ing
'

6Lt4t eye glasses, spectacles

yan I j i u
' hf[-J'E to research yanV lei' 6Lt i& tears

yanV pi I 6LtBL eyelid yanl se
' color

yanv sh.i' ¥t cover-up (makeup, etc.), yanl zhong
' iLi: serious

facade; maintain a facade

yangl if- sheep; goat yang
' tt (model =)kind, sort, variety,

pattern for something

yangl )-f- ocean yang
- * central

yangl che- )-f--'- rickshaw yang I Ii' I%Jf solar calendar

yang I Iou I {t foreign building yang I ren I A foreigner

yang'zl tt-=f- the looks of something, its yao
- 'Z, tiny

general appearance, style,
etc.

, -t- to want; to require; to be - *- early deathyao
required to; to lack

yao

yao I 5l one of the lines in a yao I , to shake something
hexagram

yaol +{q yao
' medicine



yao I 5t name of an ancient sage
emperor (legendary)

yao' erv ~~1f medicated cakes or
packets (for external
application)

-t-~ importantyao' j i nv

yao'shi -t-k if

yeV -I!?.

ye' Ji

ye I !T~

ye I *
yeV xin- 'iff I\.;

Yi ' ~ chameleon; change;
easy; the Book of Changes.

yiV 1-:,( to take to do; to the...

-~~

Yi ' ~ fishing arrow

Yi ' meaning; intention

-~~~-~~~

Y i ' 11../, different

AA~~~_~_~~~-~~~-~-~~'~~

Yi ' * also (classical Chinese)

~-----
Yi I ~ to suspect something, to

doubt the truth, goodness,
etc., of something-~--~

Yi ' JSJril. to overflow; abundant

Yi ' t~ to discuss
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yao' bu' ran I -t- ~ f7~

yao- guai' 14d:l- a demon

-~-~-~~ ~--~-~~
yao- qingV ~tt to invite (formal)

~~-~

yaol yuan V ~~
~

distant, remote

enterprise, work, task, job,
business

night

enterprise, work, task, job,
business

(in the) night

-~~~-~

perhaps

Yi ' 6 principality (a small state
like Monaco)

yi- ::tz clothing

Yi ' ~ sense of right and wrong;
sense of duty; justice,
righteousness

suitableYi I 11:

-
AA.-= artYi '

~--~~~~-- --
yi- '91 an exclamation

-~~~ ~~~~~-~ ~~--~~-

yi- * to lean on; to depend on;
close to

yiV ~ This particle is used to
indicate the some process
truly exists. It doesn't apply

yi- Jf.~ a quiver

also; (Terminal particle '
ye

indicating strong affirmation
in classical Chinese) -
page; (picture of a head) ye

'

-- -
(Question marticle) ,ye

m----
grandfather; old gentleman ye' I i v '-

--

to be inordinately ambitious yel xuv -I!?."tt-



one time (say it one time
more, etc.)

abnormal, abnormally

generation by generation

a little bit of yi' diarY .- 1.,1;JG a little; slightly

Yi 1 ding' yao' - ~ -t- definitely have to, surely
must

definitely, certainly

~~-=

(one =) a flower yi- fu(/) ~}jli clothing

-= --~=
Yi 1 gong'

-lL /, all together yi' guY jing' - JEt~j; with one blast of energy

J-Aqt after (time mentioned
before J:J.qt.

Y i' hu i 1 sh i ' -@1 an event
yiV hou'

Y i' j i a- ren 1 -~A the entire family Yi' j i an' ~a,~/U opinion

-~~~ ~-~-~-- --~

Yi 1 j i an' sh i' -it * one thing; a (single) matter yi/jin' -jj! immediately upon entering

Y i' kouV tong 1 ~ P M~
sheng-

(lit., different mouths same
sound =) as with one voice

already

----
together Yi- La- Ke' 1?-:fjr JL Iraq

, , ,y i v la i 1 ...J-A*- down to the present

to leave behind (as a
legacy); a legacy

one year; the entire year

yi-
(read y i 1

~- ~ before
yi' shi' dao'

"q i an I" is a small unit of
weight used to measure
silver and oold

The number "one" (1)yi 1 qie' -t;] the entire

~~~~-

, , ,y i v shang' J-AJ:. above... (in value, in
position, above (in the
text), etc.

.:iE.. -'-bI> ;1:I J,~ ~W<.;10 to take note of something
on an intellectual level;
grasp the significance of
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run of the mill y i 1 b i an
' -

-
on the one hand doing ... "

chang 1 .JI.rJf.YI /, Ij1
and on the other hand doing

-
a belt (along a river, etc.), a Yi 1 da i' Yi 1 -i - +'\
region dai '

y i 1 ban 'check -Ri
tone

-
y i' b ian- '" -It...
y i' b ian- '" -It...

y i 1 da i' -Jilt

yi' dianV -.W-,1;

y i 1 ding
' -

--
yi' duovhua- - Rdt.

Yi v j i ng- E:.#£

---
y i 1 kuar' - }Jl.JG

Yi v Iail J-A*-

yi- I iaov V1!

y ill u' -qt

, , ,y i v q i an 1 }:A

medical treatment y ill i u 1 3!

-----
all going by the same rule y i' nianl -

before... y i' qianl -ik
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Yi' shu' j i a- i-1JiLt * artist y i 's I ;t/ meaning, intention

y i 's I ;t/ meaning, intention yi' tian- -*-. oneday;anentire day

--- - ----
yi' tian-de' - *-.a0 the entire day y i v wei ' J-A 4$,; to take to be; take it to be

the case that, assume that

y i' wen' ban ' -x.f-x. one pennyor even a half y i' xie- -Jll:. some, several
wen' penny

--- -- --
Yi ' yang' -;f same yi' ye

' - one night; the entire night

-=

y i' Y i'
31:-" meaning, significance y i ' - )fz1t an image (a painting, aI& zhang-

xiang
' sketch)

-- - , ----
Yi' zhi' -A all the way, without y i ' zh i ' - J5<. consistent

deviation in course, all the
way along

yin- because; reason for yin- sound
something

------ - --
yin- -p- to govern,to rule; yinV -:t long steps; strides

[surname]

- --
yin

' fp to stamp something; to print y in' :ilt silver

--
yinV SI to draw (a bow, etc.) yin- er' iIiJ therefore (written Chinese)

-- -, ----
yin- gong

- f-l;.I- shady work; work that y i n- Ii' f-l;Jf lunar calendar
absorbs energy

- -- = ,- &-= --
yin

' shu- fp:t to print books yin
' shua- fp fiPlJ printing

-
yin- wei' 4$,; because yin- wei' Meiv 4$,;I@A1f. Because the Americans

Guo' ren' za i ' are here

--- -- = - --
yingV J; shadow; image ying

- 4 to respond to; ought, should

ying
- brave; England ying' i!f to meet, to welcome

ying' ffl to fill to the top ying- dang- 4 ought, should

- ---
ying- fu(') 41t to deal with some difficulty ying

-
gai- .4t ought, should



ying' gong- ~.:L work on hardness (of
knuckles, etc.)

yingV xian gV ~~'Jva to influence

yong'

yong' bu'
zhao'

yong' shang'

yong'yong

you'

you V

you'

m to use

Yi ng- guo' *~ England

ying- yong' real-world application

yongV

yong' ganV

yong' wan'

yong' yuanV

you'

you V

you V

you I you V

m~i- you need not

youVde

fflJ:. find application for (some
device); succeed in using
(some technique, etc.)-
use it a little

youV di'
wei(')

youV guan- youV ming'

mm

5l again (in reference to
events that have already
happened); as a component

to have; there are

you' qi ' you' q i ' sh i '

;Jr

m from; out of

ilh oil

;JrFiJ some (of them)

;Jr n~ pertinent; linked in with,
connected with

-P.1t./u/, especially

youV qu' interesting, significant;Jr~

youV sh i' hou' ;Jr*11~ sometimes

youV xie- there are some;Jr .It!:.

you' yan' oil and saltilh ~

youV yi'si interesting, significant-t:-..:(j-w-?'1 ,~/~
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~~

youV shi'

you V xian'

you- xin- rut
fen'

you' yan'
cha i' mi v

yu'

ltm

7k

~~

ffl7t

7k1!

,x.

~

;Jr

g[

;Jr !t!?1iL

;Jr~

-P.1t.9/u /, A:

;Jr.

;JrJItt

i: I,""~ 1t

'J.. Ii&j JI;b ~,tt1 .DIl- 7F- '>1'

3:.

forever, constant, eternal

brave

finish using

forever, eternally

especially

friend

to have; there are

wine vat

to have (high) status

famous

especially in the case of ...

to have business to attend
to; have some activity;
have something going on

having a limit; limited

worried of mind as though in
an inferno

oil, salt, kindling, rice (Le.,
daily necessities)

jade



yuV f,f:J rain yu I ({, fish.",

yu I to ' :t nimble;(pictureof a handyu
holdinga writingbrush),
dexterity

" -
, t desire , x (sexual)desireyu yu .

--
yuV 5J feathers yu

' t beforehand

yu I I (in classical Chinese) yuV and (classical Chinese)

.-
, reputation yuV

;\,Ji. languageyu "17

yu I surplus, leftover ' j,J- [surname]yu

, the more (someone does ' to nurture
yu yu

something)... -
yuV i@ to give; and, with yu' bei' tJi1i prepare

-- ---
yu' dao' 3!lfll to encounter by chance yu I sh i ' Jt thereupon

yu' shi' henv to like to think deeply on yuV yanl
;\,Ji. language"17 p

xiv huan- si- 'f.I;*/. -or "b II1 something that one has1..g-1iA,

kaov
encountered -- --

yuanl 7t primal yuan I regular (paid) staffmember
of some enterprise

--
yuanl Jffi origin (as of a stream); yuanl

..Z- [surname]--f,,-

originally, basically,
fundamentally, in the

yuanl origin (as of a stream); yuanl 00 round; a dollar
originally, basically,
fundamentally, in the

yuanV
,30- far, distant 3! Far East

yuanV dong-

yuanV fang- 3!1i distant place(s) yuanl gu{') Jffi;!it reason, cause

yuan I Ia i I Jffi* originally yuan I I iang
' Jffit to forgive

- =-
yuan I manY ooi full (moon, etc.) yuan

'
wang

' J§ :l wish; heartfelt desire

- --
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yuan' yi(')

yuan' ze'

w~;t to be willingto yuan' yin- ~!!] cause, reason

~ f!'J principle yue- ~ to say (classical Chinese)

yue' yue' the more...

yue' bing v

Jj moon; month

JjM mooncake
--~-

yue'j ia-

~ *~... more and more...

~

=
~hl1 even more

yue' I iang ( ') the moonyue' Iai'
yue' . , ,

yue' , , , yue' , ,. ~...~... the more... the more...

yun' cloud

yun' caiv

<ill>=

~~; clouds

yun' dong' to exercise

yun' dong'
yuan'

za-

~fj;

~fj;~ athlete

Eii to converge

za' Ian' reduce to a pulp

za i '

za i' j ian'

--~
~~

-P} again (in the future)

Jj-1e

yun' to move; to transport~

yun' -i;; to say (classical Chinese);
basic meaning is water
vapor
to exerciseyun' dong'

yun' dong'
j ia-

yun' q i '

~fj;

~fj;~ athlete

-P}~ see you (again =) later

:'a?r-:.-'-t*L luck

za' mixed

zai'

zai' ci'

*i

11- to be located at

-P}::x one more time

zai' shuo- on top of what I just said;
speak of this again

-P}tYt

zai' wov kan' living in the midst of the
chaos of war

11-~i- in my opinion zai' zhan'
luan' zhong-
sheng- huo'
zan'zan' !1§! we (includes person

addressed)

zan'men zaoV .-f early; (I see you're up nice
and) Early! (today).
(morning greeting)

the stove

!1§!1r, we (used when the person
spoken to is included in
"we")

zao' to construct (houses,
sentences, etc.)

3! zao'
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11-~x ~L tf !£ I~

. to approve

11.



zao-

zao' cheng I

zao- gao-

zaoVjiu'

zaol yiV

zeI

ze I J ze i I

zenVrne

ift

11~

ift5¥.¥-

Jf- ;y,t

Jf-~

M

p,~

1= $,
,~/R

zenVrne kev y iv Xli' <ifJ..A

zenVrno hu iI

shi'

zeng- j i a-

zha'

zha iI

zhan'

--
zhan'

~-,-
zhanv

zhan' douV

zhan' ling

XJf@J:f:

J'tj;v

~i=

~

!J!~

tT

!&

!J!~r'

164~
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dregs (of wine, etc.)

to succeed in fabricating

(lit., wine dregs =) rats, crap

long since

would long ago have

then (classical Chinese and
some compounds)

destroyer, thief

how (can you do that, etc.)

how can that be acceptable

=~~,-- -~
What's going on?!?

add something into
something already there so
as to increase it

deceive

domicile, residence

warfare

temporarily

to spread, to develop

fighting (on the battlefield)

take over by force (the
territory of another country)

zaoV

zao' chu- ,,'

I a i I

zao v j i u'

zao' wang I

zao' zhiV

zeI

zenV

zenVrne ban'

zenVrne Ie

zenVrno yang'

zha'

zha' j i an'

zhan'

zhan'

zhan'

zhan-

zhan' haov

---
zhan' ling

jun-

78

--~- ---,~

."
,*

11 tl::...*

-f;y,t

;t.-L£.

11~~

-t

X

1= $,~
,~/f<.' 1"r

1= W',rt1-.>.
,~/f<.' --fJL

1= r.t.l,-J,!i-

,~/f<.' 17~

1=

1=~

6

J15

16

:it

'J15*f

164~-'f-

to bathe; a bath

to produce ..-

long since

the stove god

to make paper

punishment; duty

how?!?

how can this be managed

how (are you doing)?

how would it be

suddenly and unexpectedly

suddenly (unexpectedly)
saw

to perform a divination

to stand; a stand

to occupy

felt cloth

stand up straight (correctly)

the occupying troops
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zhan' qie" -tgJi temporarily zhan' zheng- * warfare

zhang- 5& MW for rectangular objects; zhang" * to grow; elder
[surname]

zhang"
.->If> palm zhang" de I resembles (in appearance)+

xiang '

Zhang- Guang- 5it7'e.tf (Name of a person, Mrs. zhang" gui' f:tl proprietor
Zhong- Gu')

Zhang- xiao" 5&+ -!t11 Miss Zhang zhao" to grope for, to look for, to
j i e" make change

zhao" J1\ claws, paws, feet zhao ' .t an inkling of something;
million

zhao ' P! to shine on, to shine back zhao- rm bright; readily apparent
on, to reflect

zhao ' call to come here, summon zhao ' -' bamboo fish trap; to put
something in a basket; to
cover something with such

zhao" dao ' Ie fllT did succeed in finding zhao I j i I Ji, to get franticabout
something

zhao" lai I * zhao ' pian
' AAJ:\ a photograph

zhao ' xiang
' Bia camera zhao " Btt in the same way, after the"" yang .." ,

j i -
same mold

zhao' zhu' -' 1:1 to successfullycover zhe" :4t the one who (classical
Chinese and some
compounds)

zhe Ji result of action continues zhe' Ii 11f!. here
into present

zhe'me duo- 11 J@:'J, -if- so many years zhe'mo thusly, so (tall, etc.)
nian'

zhe' y i I lei' 11 - !R this kind of (thing) zhe', zhei' 11 this

zhei' bian- 113t this side, here zhe i 'ge 111 this

zhe i' j i" 11* the last few days zhei' wei' 111ft this honorable person
tian-

zhei' xie- 11 !lb these zhei' yang' 11tt this way; in this way



zhen- Jt genuine, real; really, truly zhen' r-t- military formation; a blast of
wind

zhen- shi' Jtk truly is zhen- zheng
' JtiE true(ly), genuine(ly)

zhen-de JtfI-J really zhen-de JtfI-J really

zheng
' iE square, upright, orthogonal, zheng

' it to govern
correct

zheng- -¥- to contend zheng" entire, complete

-
zheng' 1.i symptom, disease entity zheng

'
chang I iE'f normal

zheng' fu" itJit government zheng" ge' 1 complete, entire

zheng- lun
'

-¥- D.. to debate zheng
' menI iEr, the main gate, the front dooroil!!

zheng' shi' iEA formal zheng' tan I itJ:( the government pulpit

zheng
' '

iE* was Justgoing to zheng" ye
' the entire nightyao

zheng
'
yue

'
iE}3 the first month of the lunar zheng

' zai' iE-/f. currently involved in
year

zheng' zhi' it"b. politics, the art of governing zher ' ,.>-5(. here10

zhi" J1:. (picture of a foot); to put zhi" t:1 only/,
your foot down, to stop
something

zhi' £ motion toward a zhi- 3;0 to know
destination;
to arrive at

zh i I A straight {line, etc.) zhi' .1/i to fabricate

zhi- subordinating particle zhi' :r aspirations,
(classical Chinese); it
(clasical Chinese)

zhi' :b. to order; to regulate zhi" paper10

zhi" .t finger; to point zhi" I:::. royal command; meaning,s
intent; an instruction; the
gist of something
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znl' I.fi. .- -- n_....

~

zhiV L\ only zhi- J- a branch; to branch, to.5T-
divert; to divert (spend)
funds; to support and

*zhiv $-.f- to arrive (to catch up with) *zhiV bottom of 't catch up withfrombehind
frombehind.

-
zhi- MWforcertain animals, etc. zhiv bu' Jl desist fromwalkingfarther

zhi- dao ' 1;DJ.! to know(information) zh i I daov .fe oil to direct (someone'sEJ
studies, career, etc.)

zhi'du(') 1Mit system zhi I haoV -kf the onlything to do is

, , ,zh i - hou ' .:.At after... zh i I j ie- A.fi direct(ly)

-
zhi' jin- £ up until the present zhiv nengl

a he only able to/, FJb

zhi- pei' i.. f,§e. to control (something or zhi- piao
' i.. check (financialinstrument)

somebody)

.
zh i I q ian I 1A to be worthmoney zhi' shaov £j,' at the veryleast

--
zh i- sh i (' ) 1;D knowledge , , .zhi-x ia' T beloworbeneath...

zhiv yao
' * all that is required, all it zhiv youv :t only have; there only are...

takes

zhi' yul £T withregard to zh i' yu I £* arrive at; reach the point
that

-
zhi' zhong- £ all the wayto the end zhi-shi fen 'z i 1;D15t-f intelligentsia,an intellectual

zhong- tf center, middle, etc; inside; zhong
' i: heavy, important

when read in fourth tone,
this character means to hit

zhong- a bell; a clock zhongV seed; genus; sort, kind,
variety

zhong- in the end, at the end, the zhong
'

JfL multitudes
final part of some period
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zhong' dianv

zhong- j ian-

zhong- tou( I)

zhong- yang-

zhong- yul

zhongV
zhongVde

zhou-

zhou-

Zhou- YUI

~.f,5 heavy point, point of
greatest importance

'fM in the middle, in the interval
or space between

~i .ftJi hour

'f~ central

~~ in the end, at last, finally

~~a9 all kinds of

i1+/ continent

~ii (originally) an island; an
administrative district of
comparable size.

[Military stragegist for the
State of Wu during the
Three Kingdoms period.]

%JJff,j

zhu 1 bamboo1-1"

zhu' to reside; to stay ("I'm
staying with my friends.)

11

zhuV to boil food~

zhu 1 candle, torchjl)

zhu 1 a medicinal herb

zhu- du.o- a great many~}

zhuV renl £A. host; master

ZhUI tiV main topic£~

zhuV yi' ism£;t

zhong- guol

zhongV lei'

zhong- wen 1

zhong' yao'

zhong' zai'

zhou-

zhou-

zhou- mo'

zhu'

zhuV

zhu 1

zhu'

*zhuV

zhul bu'

zhu 1 j i an'

zhu' shouv

zhu 1 ye'

zhuV yi'

'f~ China

~~Ji (genus and species =) kind,
sort, variety

'f:5t Chinese (written) language

~-t- important

~1f. plant in or at

f.J- small boat

#s ricegruel

J1!*- weekend

J1/J aid, help

£ master, host, most
importantthing, focus of
attention.

~ step-by-step, gradual

~::a a to write, to author; authored
by

-or.E. [phonetic]

~iV gradually, step by step

~ itJr step by step, gradually

J1/J+ helper

1-1"# bamboo leaves

£~ -ism (as in "socialism," etc.)
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zhu' za i'

zhuv zhang-

{t1f- reside at

3=.* advocate, advocacy

zhua- q iv Ia i I ;J;f\.~ *-

zhuanv

zhuan- j ia-

zhuanv tuo-

zhuang' sjV

zhunv

zhunv bei'

zhuo-

z i'

zi-

zi' congl

---~~
z i' j iv

~~-

z i I nu v

zi' sha-

zi' wov

nab

-'* to turn

~~ specialist, expert

~--~~

-,*;J~ to pass a request on to
someone else

J{t7E. play dead

;it to permit

~~~-~------
21-1i to prepare; prepared

;JJt to catch, to cqpture

§I self; from

,,~
~ capital (finance)

§I~;( from

§Ie. -self (myself, himself,
herself, themselves, etc.)

zhu' zai'

zhua-

zhuan-

zhuanv j i-

zhuanv lai I

zhuanv qu'

zhuang'

zhui-

zhunv

zhunv xuv

zjV

z i'

ziV

zi' gul yiV
Ia jI

1:£ 1f-

;J;f\.

-,*i~

-tf-*--'*-!-

J{t

it

21-

.;it -tt

-f

~

1f-

§I* }:A*-

z i' Ia i I shu iv §I *-7]<.

-f-k
--~

ziVse'children (of somebody
specific, not children in
general)

§I~ suicide

§I~ self (as a noun)

z i' xing I che- §I 11"-t bicycle
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zi'taoVmeil
qu'

ziV xi'

z i' you I

~~ e.

§I -tt ~~~

1f-~\JJ

~tb

reside at

to scratch

sole, single

turning point

to turn around and around,
back and forth

to put on some guise, to
pretend

short-tailed bird (Nobody
knows exactly what kind of
a short-tailed bird was

accurate

to permit

child

name of maturity (given at
capping ceremony);
Chinese character

fine, detailed

from ancient times
(classical)

city water, tap water

-~-
violet

go looking for a negative
experience for oneself

in great detail

freedom, autonomy



zi- yuanl
;;.~ ~g;;~ II'T' resources

zong-
&
7T' ancestor

zong" mi' shu' j,~:f~:#-f<
zhang"

Secretary General (of the
U.N.)

zong" yao' j,~ -t- always should

zong-zi
.f<&:L'I'" J a food composed of

glutinous rice cooked in a
shell of bamboo leaves

walk outzou" chu- I a ilk. ill *-

zou" dao' k.jlj walk to (some place)

zou" lai I zou" k.*-k.-!-

qu'

pace back and forth

zou"le k.T I am leaving; they have left
or are leaving now

zu" ~Jl. to organize, an organization

zu" :fJi ancestor

zu" shi- :fiIJij1 ancestral teacher (founder
of a school)

zu I zu I Ji.Ji. fully and sufficiently

zui'
,.,~ most

zui' hou' Jil-1t at the very last

zui' you" Jil~ ("most has=) has the
greatest/highest

ZUOI at yesterday

,zuo 1ti to make
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zong" Mil",~ in all cases; over all
(subordinates)

zong' j u' in sole possession of~Ji!-

zong" shi' is always~J!aa,.,~JC

zong" zhi- to summarize the matter~~~

zou" to run; to walk (original
meaning was "to run")

k.

zou" cuo'le to go the wrong wayk.~T

zou" j in' lai I k.11!*- to walk into (a space)

zou" langl corridor, sidewalkk.~

ZUI foot; sufficientJi.

ZUI tribe, nation, ethnic group~~

zu" guol fatherland:fJi~

zu" zong- ancestors:fJi*

zuan' diamond, diamond drill, drill.
zui' hao" had bestJil-kf

zui' xi an- at the very first

zuo'

zuo'

zuo' feng-

Jil7t

11 to do, to arise

*- to sit; to ride (in a vehicle,
airplane, boat, etc.)

-11lit "composition trend," Le.,
what we would call a style.
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, ' 11'* to have a dream zuo ' pinY 11J'a piece of creative workzuo meng

, renl 11A behave as a person ' shi' 11* do (white collar) workzuo zuo

ZUOI tian- at*. yesterday , wanl 1tj 7t finish makingzuo

zuo ' wei 1 11 act as a .,. (in some social zuo' we iI, . ,de 11 ...EfJ -1- as a child; being in the
context) ha i IZ i position/status of a child

zuo ' we i 1 Y i - 11 1P-:w-1tA as an Iraqi... zuo ' xia' T sit down
La- Ke'
ren/, , ,
zuo ' yong

'
11m function zuo ' zheY 11 author

zzz llt zzz k

zzz t- zzz :£

zzz *-Ji zzz Jt.I..

zzz t1l:.f.


